Quality and multi-function package
Cost-effective
Versatile Weighing Terminal

Industry Terminal

Kingbird-The Best Solution
For Bench & Floor Scale
Kingbird terminal offers the top-value for Bench & Floor scale application , it combines flexibility and speed
with an easy-to-use operator interface to take charge of weight accumulation , animal weighing , basic
counting , hold functions and more .

Specifications
7 digits vacuum fluorescent display
Maximum display resolution : 10,000
* Power up to 4 x 350ohm analog load cell
* Manual and automatic accumulation

Automatic printout
One RS232 serial communication port
* Animal weighing , counting and hold function
* Meet CE standard of Electro-magnetic Compliance
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You can use the Kingbird terminal to serve all of the
diverse application throughout your facility :
Weight accumulation :

Printout Format

Sometime , what you want
is not only just the displayed
weights , but also the total transaction
accumulated data . Let the operator initiate
the transaction or the Kingbird terminal
can do it automatically . You can even
inhibit accidental repeat prints to avoid
accumulation errors .

Animal Weighing : The
Kingbird terminal can capture
weights from loads such as
livestock that are unstable . The operator
initiates the start of the weighing cycle
. The Kingbird terminal will average weight
samples over a selected period of time
to capture , display and print the average
weight value .

parts quantity , the indicator displays the
quantity of parts placed on the platform .
The indicator determines the quantity based
on the average weight of the sampled
weight. All parts must be reasonably uniform
in weight for accurate measurements .

Hold : You may need this
function when you test the
material tension or you want
to hold the maximum weight data .

Autoprint : Kingbird terminal
offers the best flexibility for
your application . The printout
ticket format automatically changes to the
corresponding working mode , and you
may select the automatic print function.

Basic counting : you may
choose the counting mode
when you want to count the
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